P RO D UC T S & SERVICES FOR T HE COM P OSI T ES IN D US T RY

MVP-500-V
20mm Catchpot Assembly

MVP-200
PVS Universal Insert Adaptor

Robust 1.5 litre stainless steel bowl
incorporating 20mm double O-ring mould
adaptor. Engineered polypropylene lid
complete with chemical resistant O-ring lid
seal fitted into machined groove location.
10mm vacuum pipe adaptor. Small acrylic sight
view with chemical resistant O-ring seal fitted
into machined groove. Easily replaceable if
contaminated with resin/styrene.

Used in conjunction with the PL-5797 PV Sensor

Spares ref.
2 x MVP-03 O-rings
1 x MVP-50L Lid O-ring seal
1 x MVP-AV Acrylic view
1 x MVP-50-V Acrylic View O-ring seal
1 x MVP-VC 10mm Vacuum pipe adaptor

MVP-100
Mould Location Cone

Spares ref.
2 x MVP-02 O-rings

Engineered Cone to be fitted to Technical
Flange. The cone provides a controlled
location between the A and B mould surfaces.
Includes cap head bolt and nut for fixing to
Technical Flange.

MVP-500-LV
Polypropylene
View Lid Assembly
Spare lid assembly. Engineered polypropylene
lid complete with chemical resistant O-ring
lid seal fitted into machined groove location.
10mm vacuum pipe adaptor. Small acrylic sight
view with chemical resistant O-ring fitted
into machined groove. Easily replaceable if
contaminated with resin/styrene.
Spares ref.
1 x MVP-50-L Lid O-ring seal
1 x MVP-AV Acrylic view
1 x MVP-50-V Acrylic view O-ring seal
1 x MVP-VC 10mm Vacuum pipe adaptor

PL-5855
Turbo Autosprue
Designed to be connected into
the mould and the injection
machine. The Turbo Autosprue
is connected to the machine
mixing nozzle and air signal
output via quick connect. The
flush drain tube is placed into
a container.
Upon start of injection the
Turbo Autosprue opens
allowing mixed resin to pass
into the mould cavity.
On completion of the injection
cycle the Turbo Autosprue
closes isolating itself from
the mould cavity. It is flushed
clean at the machine mixing
head ready for the next
production run.
The valve included the
necessary quick release
couplings, resin supply hose,
waste hose and signal pipe
with connector.

MVP-300
10mm Resin/Vacuum Adaptor
Used to accommodate 10mm sacrificial resin
injection pipe or 10mm vacuum pipe for the
outside vacuum lock.
Spares ref.
2 x MVP-03 O-rings
1 x MVP-10NO Nut O-ring
1 x MVP-NUT

MVP-400
Dummy Blank Plug Adaptor
Used as blanking plug
Spares ref.
2 x MVP-03 O-rings

PL-6316
UNIVERSAL INSERT WITH CLIP
Designed to be fixed into the mould surface
to accommodate the following mould
ancillaries; MVP-200 PVS Universal Insert
adaptor, MVP-300 10mm Resin/Vacuum Adaptor,
MVP-400 Dummy Blank Plug Adaptor, MVP-500-V
20mm Catchpot Assembly, PL-0580-Uni Universal
Air Ejector, PL-5855 Turbo Autosprue

PL-0093
standard 20mm INSERT
Designed to be fixed into
the mould as above PL-6316
(will fit with all EXISTING ANCILLARY SPARES)

The Turbo Autosprue is
engineered in a way that
there’s no need for the
complicated 5/2 control
valves.

INNOVATION IN ANCILLARIES for
RESIN TRANSFER MOULDING

PL-ASSY 0365
Universal air
ejector assembly

PL-4400
VACUUM RESIN
ARRESTOR

Comprises of;
pl-0580, pl-1949, pl-6316

Designed primarily to
eliminate the possibility
of resin entering a vacuum
system when overfilling
occurs. Rules out t he
disastrous consequences
if the mould vacuum
catchpot overfills.

PL-0580
UNI AIR EJECTOR
VALVE FOR UNIVERSAL
INSERT
Designed to be fitted into
the mould. in operation the
air ejector centre port is
energised with air, it then
retracts 0.5mm to allow air
flow between the mould face
and component, enabling safe
component de-mould.

PL-1949
AIR EJECTOR
CONTROL SWITCH
AIR ejector control switch
including fittings and pipe.

In the event of overfill
the resin enters the resin
arrestor, the unique floating
ball inside rises to the surface
and the top resin seal then
securely blocks the resin
flow as it reaches the top.
The resin arrestor is designed
to be taken apart by hand. The
cured resin is simply knocked
out and the resin arrestor can
be rebuilt ready to use again.

PL-1680
Neoprene Mould
Vacuum Wing Seal
Used as alternative secondary
outer seal.

MVP-WS05
Silicone Mould
Vacuum Wing Seal
A well proven robust
secondary outer seal,
retains dimension during
prolonged use.

PL- 5797
PV Sensor
Designed to read internal
mould pressure in millbars,
this allows the moulder to
inject the cavity without fear
of over pressurising the
cavity.

MVP-F1326
Wing Seal Channel
Former
Silicone former provides
accurate calibration of the
13mm x 26mm groove required 
when making the mould wing
seal channel.

MVP-N101
Silicone D-Section
Resin Seal
Robust primary resin inner seal

PL-1114
Dynamic Inflatable
Resin Seal
Resin inner seal designed to be
inflated or deflated to allow
easy closure on LRTM moulds
with difficult technical flange
profiles. Used in conjunction
with the PL-2056 installation kit.

PL-3340
Dynamic Inflatable
Resin Seal Channel
Former
Silicone former provides
accurate calibration for
the dynamic inflatable seal
channel

PL-2056
Dynamic Inflatable
Resin Seal
Installation Kit
The kit comprises of
seal mould insert, nylon
connection tube, nylon
connection tube former
and silicone jointing tube.
Complete with installation
instructions.

MVP-F1012 D-Section
Resin Seal Channel
Former
Silicone former provides
accurate calibration for
the D-Section resin seal.

PL-3202
Mushroom
Resin Seal
Resin inner seal designed
for 1mm seal compression

PL-0002
Mushroom Resin
Seal Channel
Former
Silicone former provides
accurate calibration for
mushroom resin seal.

MVP-820
Resin Flow
Channel Former
Silicone former provides
accurate calibration for
the resin flow channel.

Full technical assistance & training in all industrial applications & processes.
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